Assisted Sales

Your fully integrated endless aisle
Red Ant’s Assisted Sale application is a complete in-store
eCommerce solution that brings all the beneﬁts of online
retail to the shop ﬂoor, from rich product information to
online ordering and queue busting. Built using our
connected retail platform and integrated with
eCommerce, ePOS, payments, CRM and more, it increases
sales, maximises stock eﬃciency, and boosts customer
experience.
•
•
•
•
•

Maximise stock performance and save the sale
Empower colleagues to sell more
Deliver seamless multichannel journeys
Integrate with existing systems and processes
Provide better personalisation with uniﬁe
customer proﬁles
• Empower stores with rich digital content

Increases store
turnover by up to

4%

Generates up to

15%
of eCommerce
revenue

Maximise stock performance and save
the sale
By creating a direct channel for stores to order from your
eCommerce website, you can sell your full range of
products, even in smaller stores. And when products go
out of stock, colleagues can check and order online or
from nearby stores to ensure customers don’t leave
empty handed. Plus, direct integration with local
point-of-sale, PCI-compliant payments, and order
management systems ensures complete sales ﬂexibility.

40%
annual growth
rate

400%
increase in data
capture

Assisted Sales

Empower colleagues to sell more
Optimised, colleague-friendly UX means they can serve
customers more eﬃciently and with less disruption. Our
platform also tracks additional metadata to ensure that
employees and stores are properly attributed for online
orders, even if this isn’t supported by the eCommerce
platform, to ensure they’re incentivised and rewarded.

Deliver seamless multichannel journeys
Integrations provided by the connected retail platform
ensure customer proﬁles, wishlists, baskets, payment
details and purchases transfer seamlessly from online to
in-store and back, providing a truly connected experience
and reducing purchase friction. Customers can even share
items with colleague devices or in-store displays in
real-time, creating captivating retail theatre.

Provide better personalisation with
uniﬁed customer proﬁles
Colleagues can securely access a complete picture of
customer’s activity, both online and in-store, and deliver
the same personalised recommendations and cross-sell
opportunities you oﬀer online. Inline data capture tools
and integration with eReceipts increase both the volume
and quality of your customer records, with two-way
integration for online accounts, loyalty programmes, and
global CRM databases.

Empower stores with rich digital content
Make it easy for colleagues to access and repurpose your
online content within stores to increase conversion and
boost customer experience, like reviews,
recommendations, videos, social imagery, videos or
how-to guides, directly linked from the product catalogue.
You can even directly link online content to physical
products by using the built-in barcode scanner.

Your ideal technology partner
About the connected retail platform

About Red Ant

Our connected retail platform joins up your systems with
pragmatic, step-by-step integrations, streamlined API
orchestration, and modular, reusable processes. Bridging
gaps in data, user experience, and reporting, it helps you
take control of your technology, to open up a whole new
range of opportunities to drive innovation, power
business-as-usual, and deliver engaging store
experiences. Building on this platform, our suite of
leading customer, colleague and business applications
and tailored design services deliver real beneﬁts now and
for the future for key retail use cases: delivering a
seamless shopping experience across mobile, tablet,
kiosk, wearables and in-store displays; engaging and
rewarding to make every customer feel like a VIP while
capturing valuable shopper insight; empowering
colleagues with valuable knowledge and the tools they
need to excel.

Red Ant is a technology partner that empowers retailers
to connect online with oﬄine, delivering smarter ways to
drive innovation and fully connected retail experiences.
As the trusted advisor to leading international retail and
luxury brands, we design and deliver the strategies and
applications for next-generation client service and the
store of the future.
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